
Effective commissioning, service redesign and service improvement requires an understanding of how different parts of 
the health and social care (H&SC) system engage and interact with one another.  ISD’s Source team have developed a 
methodology for deriving and visualising the flow of individuals and groups as they engage with care services.  This can serve 
to aid understanding of service users journeys and flow; act as a precursor to scenario planning/modelling activities; provide 
evidence to support anecdotal or other existing evidence on how pathways function; and allow comparisons of pathways 
between geographies or different population based groups.
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Process mining for knowledge 
discovery
Visualising the movements of a single individual can open 
up wider learning and understanding of how the care 
system functions and can also generate questions requiring 
population level analysis.  To scale this approach to a 
population or group of individuals, process mining can be 
utilised.  Process mining describes a family of techniques 
to derive patterns of flow from groups of individuals or 

populations and these can prove 
even more powerful when planning or 
considering redesign of services.  

Process mining is usually applied 
to event log data (sequential time 
stamped service interactions) to 
produce a process model that can 
then be used to create a network 
visualisation.  A wide range of 
algorithms exist, but for more complex 
systems (such as health and social 
care), those that can deal with less 
structured and noisy data are used 
most often.

Care needs to be taken when selecting 
a population to view.  Too broad a 
population results in an incoherent 
pathway (known as a spaghetti 
model due to the many and complex 
connections and flows).  Selecting 
a well defined group (e.g. based on 
the Source classification model) can 
result in a more meaningful output.

Visualisation
Network or graph visualisation is used to represent a care 
pathway.  This presents each service as a node and the 
transition from one service to the next as an edge.  Edges 
can be colour coded and annotated to impart further 
knowledge including summarising the type of transition, 
reflecting multiple loops in the journey, and divulging 
information on timescales.  Nodes are positioned in an 
order that intuitively reflects natural start and end points.

Figure 1 shows the pathway for one 
individual over a twelve month period.  
The uppermost node (District Nursing) 
shows a starting point of a person 
living at home and receiving district 
nursing care.  The person then is then 
directly admitted as a non-elective 
inpatient (edge connecting District 
Nursing and Non-Elective nodes 
labelled as 1st) before returning 
home following a delayed discharge 
and back into the care of the district 
nursing team (edge connecting 
Delayed Discharge and District 
Nursing labelled as 1st).  At some later 
point, the individual presents at A&E, 
and then follows a similar path as a 
non-elective admission and delayed 
discharge before returning home, this 
time receiving home care support 
(edge connecting Delayed Discharge 
and Home Care 10+ hours labelled 
as 2nd).  The individual has a third 
path through non-elective care and 
delayed discharge, this time resulting 
in a care home admission followed by 
death.

Figure 1:  Example of an individual 
 care pathway



Applying a pathways approach
ISD can support partnerships and other care providers/
funders in understanding pathways of care for specific 
populations.  This can involve the definition of a population 
as a starting point, the linkage of data (if not already available 
through Source linkage) and the initial exploration of 
pathways.  Depending on the local requirements, pathways 
can be presented and described to aid interpretation and 
tailored to meet the needs of the customer.

Figure 2 shows the outputs for a cohort receiving knee 
replacements.  The first image shows the complete picture 
of interactions between services in the period surrounding 
the procedure.  The second image shows the summarised 
or consensus pathway that represents the core movements 
between services during this period.

These types of output can be crucial in supporting (or 
in some cases contradicting) clinical and managerial 
understanding of current models of care and an essential 
resource in planning or modelling alternative models of 
care.

ISD have experience of using a range of tools to support 
such analysis, from open source (e.g. PRoM) to commercial 
(e.g. Celonis).

Further developments / integration 
with Source Platform
We are continuing to develop our capabilities in this area 
through a number of initiatives.  In collaboration with 
Abertay University, we are building a bespoke framework 
for process mapping and visualisation in a dynamic manner, 
integrated with existing analytical platforms, allowing users 
more immediate access to outputs. Further work will look 
to develop understanding of conformance of individual 
with population based pathways; direct links between 
process mining outputs and dynamic system models; and 
early stage research is investigating the potential of a visual 
decision support tool for clinical use.

About
This is part of a series of papers demonstrating how the 
Source project is developing information and analytical 
outputs to support partnership planning.  Other topics 
include linkage, population classification and systems 
modelling.

For further information, please contact 

Andrew Mooney amooney1@nhs.net  0131 275 7404  
Andrew Lee  Andrew.lee6@nhs.net 0131 2757594

Figure 2: All (first image) and core (second image) knee replacement pathways
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